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• The science of language, somewhat abstract like physics, chemistry, psychology, etc.
• What kinds of languages occur in the world? What are the properties of those languages?
• Language exhibits a rich invisible structural complexity.
• Linguists do not necessarily speak a lot of languages.
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- Speech recognition/synthesis, as in automated telephone response (airline reservations)
- Text mining/search (Google, “Ask Jeeves”)
- Machine translation (Google, Babel Fish)
- Grammar/spell checking (Microsoft Office)
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- Train students to help develop and deploy these technologies.
- To bring people with sophisticated understanding of language to these tasks.
- A two-year program leading to a MS in HLT.
- Courses in language, HLT, syntax, phonetics, phonology, statistical modeling, business, etc.
- An extensive internship with industry partners where real working systems must be developed.
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- Help connect theoretical research with practical concerns and business needs.
- Produce qualified/talented people in HLT.
- HLT graduates as employees in local industry or start their own companies/spinoffs.
- HLT interns will be available to work with appropriate local firms.